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CІТY

In the production of our furniture, we focus on using only high-quality components and modern technologies.
“ICity ” model is a set of modern upholstered furniture for the office and home, designed and manufactured to meet 

the requirements of functionality and ergonomics, using quality and environmentally friendly materials in 
accordance with GOST 16371 and GOST19917.

The products are manufactured in the conditions of functioning
of the certified Quality Management System ISO 9001: 2015
(certificate number UA228155 / 1

"City" is an elegant and original set of modern upholstered furniture, which combines practicality and comfort. 
The model includes corner sets, double sofa bed (DL2), armchair (K1) and armchair-bed (KB).
The main feature of the City model is the presence of head rest pillows in each model product. The head rest 
pillows have a construction with lifting mechanism. The advantage of this design is in the presence of a
 zipper, thanks to which the pillow headrest can be released,  that is convenient not only during operation, 
but in the care of the product. The head rest pillows are part of the back, so the products of the model "City" are 

not manufactured without head rest pillows .

For products "City w/pgch" (without covers of pillows-headrests), it is obligatory to order covers or a set of covers.
Corner sets consist of two sections: one section with a transformation mechanism (2T), and the other with place for 

storing  lingerie (AM).
The 2T section can be fitted with one of two types of sidewalls: one sidewall is made with an original soft pillow-armrest, 
equipped in the front with a lifting mechanism, which has six positions, and the other sidewall has a similar appearance 
but without a lifting mechanism.

AM section is complete with a sidewall with a laminated shelf or side panel combined with a  storage.

The mechanism of transformation "dolphin" designed for daily use and in the expanded form with the section AM forms
 a full bed, which provides the maximum comfortable rest.

Products DL2, Kb and K1 are equipped with identical sidewalls, which are structurally and in size differ from the sides
 of the corner set.

There is no lifting mechanism in the sidewalls DL2, KB and K1.

The armchair K1 has a place for storage of linen.
Sofa bed (DL2) and armchair-bed (KB) are equipped with the mechanism of transformation  "Verona", which is based 

on the pull-out mechanism "dolphin": the mechanism of transformation in a folded position is located
 under the seat of the product and decomposes forward, forming a complete sleeping area perpendicular to 
the back. The retractable part of the sleeping area consists of two parts and after transformation one of them 
is the middle of the sleeping area and is located on the shield, and the second part is mounted on the metal support. I
t is recommended to oredr additional pillows P5, P18, P 65, P85 to the model.



Basic materials used for production of the model:

Seat: pine wood, zig zag spring (AM, 2T), furniture webbing (DL2, KB, K1), polyurethane foam, faizerteks, 
sintepon.

Backrest: pine wood, chipboard, fiberboard, polyurethane foam, faizertex.

Sidewalls: Particleboard, Particleboard Laminated, Polyurethane foam, Plywood, faizertex.

The place for linen: laminated particle board, laminated fiberboard, pine wood.

Pillow-headrest: polyurethane foam, syntepon.

Additional pillow: Airfayber, interlining

Support: Laminated chipboard, colors in assortment

Maximal load acceptable fot the model:

sleeping place: dynamic loading up to 100 kg;
- static load up to 120 kg.

sidewalls: - maximal load up to 40 kg.

The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes in the design of furniture, without
prior notice.

CITY



*) - Overall dimensions of the products are given as reference. Permissible deviation of ± 20 mm 

**)-In brackets the height of the product with raised headrests is indicated.

***) - a chipboard laminated shelf, the colors in the assortment.

СІТy

2TR-AMPL

AMPR-2TL

2TR-AMKL

AMKR-2TL

City:

double section
with transformation
with lifting sidewall
right;

A section with storage
with laminated shelf
left

Сity:

A section with storage
with laminated shelf
right

double section
with transformation
with lifting sidewall
left;

Сity:

double section
with transformation
with lifting sidewall
right;

A section with  storage
with combined shelf 
left;

Сity:

A section with  storage
with combined shelf 
right;

double section

with transformation
with lifting sidewall
left;



СІТY

2TGR-AMPL

АМPR-2ТGL

2TGR-AMKL

AMKR-2TGL

*) - Overall dimensions of the products are given as reference. Permissible deviation of ± 20 mm 

**)-In brackets the height of the product with raised headrests is indicated.

***) - a chipboard laminated shelf, the colors in the assortment.

City:

А section with 
storage with laminated***
with storage 
shelf right

double section with 
transformation
with soft sidewall 
(without lifting mechanism) 
left;

City:

double section with 
transformation
with soft sidewall 
(without lifting mechanism) 
right;

А section with 
storage with laminated***
with storage 
shelf left

City:

А section with 
storage with laminated*** 
shelf right

double section with 
transformation
with soft sidewall 
(without lifting mechanism) 
left;

City:

double section with 
transformation
with soft sidewall 
(without lifting mechanism) 
right;

А section with 
storage with laminated*** 
shelf left



*) - Overall dimensions of the products are given as reference. Permissible deviation of ± 20 mm 

**) -  The height of the product with raised headrests is indicated.

DL2

KB

Сіті:

Крісло-ліжко

Сity: 
Armchair bed

with storage

Сity: 

2 seat

 soda bed

СІТY



*) -the specified dimensions of covers, are given as reference.

Additional pillow
P85

Сіty:

Additional pillow

PGCh11
Сіty:

Headrest pillow 
cover to:

 
К1

PGCh 10

Сіty:

Headrest pillow 
cover to:

DL2
KB
2TR-AMT1L
AMF1R-2TL
2TR-AMKL
AMKR-2TL
2TrR-AMKL
AMKR-2TPL
2TPR-AMPL
AMPR-2TrL

СІТY



СІТY W/PGCh

К-t PGCH 10(2)

Сіty w/pgch:

Set of headrest pillow covers to:

DL2 w/pgch



СІТY

Table of completing model with pillows

Product name Headrest pillow
 covers 

Headrest pillow
 covers Additional 

pillow P85
PGCH 10 PGCH 11

2TR-AMKL 3 - -

AMKR-2TL 3 - -

2TR-AMI1L 3 - -

AMPR-2TL 3 - -

2TGR-AMKL 3 - -

AMKR-2TGL 3 - -

2TGR-AMPL 3 - -

AMPR-2TGL 3 - -

DL2 2 - -

KB 1 - -

К1 - 1 -

8



*) - Overall dimensions of the products are given as reference. Permissible deviation of ± 20 mm 

**)-In brackets the height of the product with raised headrests is indicated.

***) - a chipboard laminated shelf, the colors in the assortment.

AMKR-2TL w/pgch

2TR-AMKL w/pgch

AMPR-2TL w/pgch

2TR-AMPL  w/pgch

Products of the model "City w / pgch" can not be manufacterd without headrest  !
It is necessary to order  pillows headrest PGCh 10-3 pieces in a fabric of another price category.

СІТY w/pgch

City w/pgch:

double section without
headrests with transformation 
with lifting sidewall
right

А  section without без  
headrests with storage 
with laminated shelf 
*** left;

City w/pgch:

А  section without  
headrests with storage 
with laminated shelf 
*** right;

double section without 
headrests with transformation 
with lifting sidewall
left;

City w/pgch:

double section without
headrests with transformation 
with lifting sidewall
right

A  section without 
headrests  
with combined 
shelf***  with storage 
left;

City w/pgch:

A  section without 
headrests with storage
with combined shelf*** 

with storage, right;

double section without
headrests with transformation 
with lifting sidewall

left



СІТY w/pgch

2TGR-AMPL w/pgch

АМPR - 2ТGL w/pgch

2TGR-AMKL w/pgch

AMKR-2TGL w/pgch

City w/pgch:

double section without
headrests with transformation 
with soft sidewall (without lifting)
right

А  section without без  

headrests with storage 
with laminated shelf 
*** left;

City w/pgch:

А  section without без  
headrests with storage 
with laminated shelf 
*** right;

double section without
headrests with transformation 
with soft sidewall (without lifting)
left

City w/pgch:

double section without
headrests with transformation 
with soft sidewall (without lifting)
right

А  section without без  
headrests with storage 
with combined shelf*** left

City w/pgch:

А  section without без  
headrests with storage 
with combined shelf*** right

double section without

headrests with transformation 
with soft sidewall (without lifting)
left

*) - Overall dimensions of the products are given as reference. Permissible deviation of ± 20 mm 

**)-In brackets the height of the product with raised headrests is indicated.

***) - a chipboard laminated shelf, the colors in the assortment.

Products of the model "City w / pgch" can not be manufacterd without headrest  !
It is necessary to order  pillows headrest PGCh 10-3 pieces in a fabric of another price category.



СІТY w/pgch

Products of the model "City w / pgch" can not be manufacterd without headrest  !
For products without headrests (w / pgch), a complete set of headrest (K-t PGCH 10 (2) to DL2) is ordered in a fabric of another price category.

 PGCH 10 is ordered to KB, and to K1 - PGCH 11

*) - Overall dimensions of the products are given as reference. Permissible deviation of ± 20 mm 

**)-In brackets the height of the product with raised headrests is indicated.

К1 w/pgch

KB w/pgch

DL2 w/pgch
Сity:

2 seat sofa bed 
without headrests

City:

Armchair bed
without headrests

City:

Armchair 
without headrests

with storage
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2TR-AMPL

Chenille thread direction
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base 
coordinate

IT IS ALLOWED TO USE FABRIC WITH LINES, IN CHECKS OR WITH LARGE OBJECTS ONLY AS COORDINATE

IT IS NOT ALLOWED TO USE FABRIC WITH LINES, IN CHECKS OR WITH LARGE OBJECTS



СІТY w/pgch

IT IS NOT ALLOWED TO USE FABRIC WITH LINES, IN CHECKS OR WITH LARGE OBJECTS

base
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Set of fastneres of  «Сітy w/pgch» model is the same

15

pin
ST-7126

washer М8

washer М8

screw 
М6х40

washer М6

Bolt М6х40

washer М6

screw М6х20

screw 3,5x35.05

corner

Fixing the shelf 
laminated to the 
AM section

Connection

 of sections

Fixing the sidewalls to 
the back

Fixing the sidewalls to
 the back and to the box

Fastening the corners to 

the sidewalls

Fastening the corners
to the sidewalls

Seat fixation
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Furniture is packed

Carefully remove the packaging from the product without the use of
 sharp objects. Put the pillows aside until the installation. 
Prepare mounting kit for assembling

 Preparation of laminated shelf for installation
  Combined shelf comes mounted!
 

Place the shelf to have access to the  holes on the
 underside of the shelf and screw in the pins (A).

Fixing the laminated shelf to the AM section
To fix the shelf,place the section to have the access at the same time to the bottom and top of the section.  
Place the shelf so that the installed studs enter the appropriate openings in the AM section. Attach the 
shelf to the section by twisting the nuts (B) with washers on the studs (A) from the underside of the section.

Adjust the position of the shelf so that its outer edges coincide with the base of the frame walls.

Tighten the nuts.

Place the AM section with a laminated 
shelf on a leg in a convenient place 
to use.
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Installation of the product

Lift up the AM section  at the appropriate side of the
 2T section and gently move from top to bottom to 
attach the fastening elements (hooks) of the sections.

Install the assembly units of the
product in a convenient place for use 
near one another. Lift up the 2T
 section slightly at the appropriate 
side of the sidewall and gently
move from top to bottom, connect 
the fastening elements of the section 
and the sidewall.

Fixing Sections
Raise the seat of the AM section to have
 access to the inside of the box.

Aligne the hole on the box of the section AM with the
 hole with the nut on the section 2T and fix the 
sections with the screw furniture (C) with the washer 
on the inside of the  box section AM

The rear walls of the assembly units should be on the same level.

The model is mounted

Furniture is ready for use!

Seating position

Fastening of pillows-headrests
Attach the pillow headrests to the rollers on the 

backrest with the use of zippers.

Turn the attached headrest pillows in front and
set their lower part to the seat.



СІТY

Fixing the corner to the back

Fit the back with the inner side up, as 
shown in the figure. Align the holes on the
 corner(G-1 pc.) with the corresponding holes 
on the back and, using a screwdriver,
 attach the corner (G) to the back with 
screw (F-2pieces).

Put the sidewall upside down, as shown in
 the figure. Align the holes in the corners
 (G-2 units on one side) with the corresponding 
holes on the sidewall and, using a screwdriver
 attach each cube (G) to the sidewall, first with 
a screw (E), and then a screw (F). 
Similarly, attach the corners to the
 second sidewall.

Fastening the corners to the sidewalls

Carefully remove the packaging from the product without the use of sharp objects.

Furniture is packed
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Lift up and insert the retractable part under the upper seat so that the rollers of the mechanism are located
 behind the locking pin and move the retractable part to the back until it stops.

Fixing the upper seat
Without changing the position 

of the product, place the upper seat 
of the sofa between the side walls and 
the back so that the holes in the upper 
seat are combined with the
 corresponding holes of the corners, 
which are attached to the back and 
sidewalls. Attach all the corners (G) 
with screws (F) to the upper seat of the 
sofa using a screwdriver. Set the sofa 
in the normal position on the legs.

Fixing the sidewalls to the back

Set the sidewallsat the sides of the backrest, 
combining holes on the sidewalls with the
 corresponding holes on the back. Attach the
 sidewalls to the back with a bolted connection (D) 
from the inside of the back using the "10" key.



Dismantling of products is carried out in reverse order

Seating position

Sofa is mounted

Turn the head rest pillows on the front and set their 
lower part to the seat.

Attach the pillows headrests to the rollers
 on the back with the use of split zippers.

Fastening of pillows-headrests

CITY
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Furniture is packed

Carefully remove the packaging from the product
 without the use of sharp objects. Open the 
armchair box and remove the headrest pillow,
 set it aside.

Fastening of sidewalls to chair К1

Raise the seat of armchair to open the access to 
the inside of the box and turn the chair up and 
place it on the back to open the access to the lower
 part of the chair. Unclip a piece of flizelin on the 
back of the chair to have access to the inside of the
 back. Install the sidewalls at the side of the chair, 
combining the holes on the sidewalls with the 
corresponding holes on the chair. Attach the 
sidewalls to the back and to the box on the inside
 of the box.

Unpacked pillow headrest attach to the roller on the back with a
 split zipper. Turn the headrest pillow on the front and set the 
lower part to the seat.

Install the chair in a convenient place
 for use.

The chair is ready for use

Seating position

Dismantling of products is carried out in reverse order
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To transform the corner set into a sleep position

Lift the headrest pillows and place them on the back.

Pull the loops and move the bottom pull-out 
part of the 2T section forward until it stops

 Raise up the seat of the retractable part upward and
 turn the mechanism of transformation into the
 upper position. Set the seat horizontally, holding
 with your hand.

The seat of the retractable part 
should be located on the shield,
 at the same level as the main 
part of the seat.

Sleeping mode

To use the storage:
Raise up the shelf side of the 
AM section.

To close the torage:
Lower the shelf cover

To use a place for laundry:
Raise up the seat of the AM section by holding it in
 the middle and holding it in place to avoid a 
sharp lift.
To close:
Lower the AM section down by pushing the
 seat in the middle.

To use the pillow armrest:
Lift the front of the pillow armrest from the

 outside to the desired height (six positions).
To lower the pillow-armrest:

Lift the front of the pillow armrest from the
 outside up to the stop and lower from the 
topmost position to the sidewall.
If necessary, fix the position of the armrest
 manually so that it is level with the stationary pillow.
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To transform DL2 into sleep mode

Lift the headrest and place it on the back.

Pull over the loop and move the bottom 
orward part until it stops.

Raise the seat of the retractable part upward 
and turn the mechanism of transformation into 
the upper position, set the seat horizontally,
holding with your hand.

Lift the metal support up and install it vertically. 
Pull the metal support  out and install it on the floor.

Sleeping modeHalf of the seat of the retractable part 
should be located on the shield, and the 
other half on the metal support, on the
 same level as the main part of the seat.

Transformation into the seat position is reversed! 
Transformation of a chair-bed is carried out similarly.


